
is not about aid but a radical restructuring of the global
capitalist economy in order to promote fair trade and open
the markets up to African economies. 

To follow up from the one-day event, the participants
concretely proposed that PADEAP should organise more
such events to provide alternative discourse on African
development and security issues. They called on PADEAP to
continue to bring together academics, journalists,
development practitioners and others so that a strong
network is built around these issues. Finally, they suggested
that African issues should be highlighted through the

available African media such as Black Entertainment
Network TV, Pambuzuka in order to challenge the notion
that Africa is a hopeless and dependent continent.

An alternative discourse of Africa development is
required in the United Kingdom and Africa. PADEAP will
continue to advocate that Pan Africanism is that ideology for
now and the foreseeable future. 

For further information on PADEAP development
education activities and events please contact
Christine Tominke Olaniyan – email:
tominke@padeap.net 
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Background
AFFORD was established in 1994 to enhance the
contributions that Africans in the diaspora make to Africa’s
development. Africans in the diaspora effectively operate as
an invisible welfare state for African societies. They are
directly involved in building wells, schools, contributing
financially, sharing knowledge and ideas, campaigning,
lobbying and advocating for change back home in Africa.
Despite the fact that most of these contributions are
informal, that is most of it goes to support families or
communities, it was revealed by the
President of Ghana that remittances
traced from Ghanaians in the diaspora
by the Bank of Ghana for 2002
amounted to some $1.3 billion
(‘Kufuor Expresses Gratitude to
Ghanaians Abroad And Asks for
More’, Accra Mail (Accra) February 25 2003). Though there
are no figures to indicate how many Africans in the diaspora
are engaged in Africa’s development, it is important to
mention that the African population in the UK has grown
rapidly, a trend that continues. One in three Londoners (1.8
million people) is now from an ethnic minority. The two
largest minority groups – Indian and Black Caribbean
groups are growing by the smallest amount with the Black
African group set to grow the fastest. Some 80% of the UK
African population is thought to live in the Greater London
region. The Black African group is expected to almost
double in size between 1991 and 2011 (2001 Census).

Based on these facts, it is surprising that until recently
the African diaspora has been invisible in stories and
images associated with Africa’s development, and in the
many narratives attempting to provide understanding of
the challenges facing Africa. Why have these Africans in

the diaspora not played an active and important role in the
creation of images of Africa? What is the starting point,
and what actions can be taken? 

Aiding & Abetting – global image, local
damage?
The ‘Aiding and Abetting – global image, local damage?’
project developed by AFFORD had the broad goal of
challenging popular perceptions in Britain of developing
countries and peoples portrayed by the media and

international aid agencies. It aimed to
explore the meanings and implications
of the connections between Britain and
the developing world, between
diasporas in Britain with roots in
developing countries and those regions
of origin, as well as between diasporas
and contemporary British society. 

Concerns and criticisms that negative images of
peoples from developing countries foster a false insularity
among Britons and reinforce assumptions of western
superiority over poorer, darker peoples were not new.
Neither were attempts to tackle the ‘negative images of
development’ problem through celebrations of ‘positive
images’. However, ‘Aiding and Abetting...’ used a new
approach. A group of leading artists engaged directly with
diaspora groups through workshops, seminars and other
participatory approaches to reflect on their practice that
integrates self-help, arts and culture. Through their
organisations that advance their interests here in the UK
and in their regions of origin, members of these
‘transnational’, connected communities are active authors
of their own destiny. The diaspora groups explored

AFFORD’s experience with the ‘Aiding & Abetting’
project 

Onyekachi Wambu describes work with diaspora communities in Britain to challenge popular perceptions of
developing countries and peoples. He summarises actions which would enable Africans in the diaspora to be more
involved in shaping perceptions of Africa in the West.

Africans in the diaspora
effectively operate as an
invisible welfare state for

African societies.



different ways of using art to ‘release their own stories’.
The artists, in creating a significant piece of work
intended for an exhibition (mounted at African Diaspora
and Development Day 2003), also gained a deeper
understanding of these diaspora groups, their cultures,
their work here and the ways that this work connected to
‘home’, enriching here and there in the process. 

Alongside this exploration, students at the University
of East London Media Department, documented the
process, creating a CD-ROM, which also provided a
profile of the work of the different diaspora groups.
Finally, a report: What can the African diaspora do to
challenge distorted media perceptions about Africa? (see
www.afford-uk.org) was also commissioned. Report
writer Stella Opoku-Owusu combined a literature search
and limited original content analysis. Through speaking to
academics and media practitioners, she explored not just
how the developing world is portrayed in general, but also
the differences in the ways that different developing
regions are portrayed. Coupled with this research was an
informal exploration into how diaspora communities
combine artistic and cultural practice into their overseas
development work and how the diaspora groups
themselves see the strategies and actions that would create
a more diverse picture of development. 

The project created spaces for artistic dialogue about
the values and practices that underpin contemporary
development interventions between different diaspora
communities and between diaspora communities and
mainstream development practitioners. These interactions
were structured in flexible ways to maximise
opportunities for creative cross-fertilisation of ideas,
identities and experiences. AFFORD saw the project as
part of an ongoing process of devising creative responses
to some of the contemporary challenges we face in a
modernising Britain, in this case through the medium of
the arts. The high-profile outputs such as the exhibition,
the CD-ROM and the seminar, although products in their
own right, were intended to be catalysts for further
reflection and future programs of action. 

Ultimately what the different approach of ‘Aiding &
Abetting...’ achieved was to engage directly with diaspora
communities in Britain that combine active support for
their counterparts in the developing world with efforts at
advancing their interests here in Britain. Significantly,
many such groups more or less unconsciously integrate
artistic and cultural practices within their daily
organisational practice. Thus, these social actors – living
cheek by jowl with the wider British public – are a
potential resource for deepening everyone’s understanding
and awareness of Britain’s interconnectedness and of the
self-help initiatives of peoples with roots in the

developing world, whether settled in this country or still
living in the South. 

This approach also builds the capacity of diaspora
organisations to reflect upon their own practice, to
appreciate the context within which they operate, and to
make choices about whether and how they seek to
influence that environment, particularly in relation to
messages about development, their countries of origin,
and peoples from the South. This approach also seeks to
critically engage wider audiences about the underlying
values that influence their responses to images and stories
presented. The advantage of this approach is that by
building the capacities of individuals and communities it
has the potential to lead to more sustainable, dynamic and
credible solutions to problems surrounding negative
images of development. However, by aiming to create a
spectacle, this approach also engages with the wider
public in a challenging, creative and provocative manner. 

Conclusion
As Stella Opoko-Owusu’s media report revealed, there are
numerous factors which help explain how and why people’s
perceptions (of Africa) are what they are. History; reality;
facts and figures; (media) coverage related to political and
economic events; scheduling of and emphasis on different
media programme categories (for instance, travel
programmes, wildlife programmes); dwindling levels of
international programming; and poor communications
infrastructure are all noteworthy factors. 

The report also considered how perceptions are
constructed. Contextualisation, consistency of negative
images, thematic repetitions, policies within the media,
collusion between NGOs and media, are all different ways
in which perceptions are constructed. Besides concerns
about the image of the developing world in the West, the
need to counter existing stereotypes of the developing
world is important because stereotypes reinforce
damaging notions of ‘the inferior and the superior’ among
others, which can have an indirect effect on development.
Even worse, is the effect that stereotypes of Africa have
on young people of African origin in the West. Young
Africans often feel negative towards Africa and seek to
dissociate themselves from their place of heritage. This
consequently hinders their participation or engagement in
Africa’s development (see Stella Opoku-Owusu Shaping
Africa’s Future: Do young Africans in the Diaspora Share
the dreams of NEPAD/AU?, July 2003 – www.afford-
uk.org).

To turn this around and offer alternative perceptions to
young people of African origin (and others), Opoku-
Owusu’s media report recognised that the African
diaspora will need to be more involved and visible in
shaping perceptions of Africa in the West. Suggested
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actions include creating a media monitoring group to
monitor stories about Africa; a pressure group that insists
on more balanced images of Africa; creation of a
coalition of African media organisations in the UK;
establishing and supporting African media outlets;
exploiting new information and communications
technologies in innovative ways. The African diaspora
should consider both mainstream and non-mainstream
alternative channels of activism and action. The list below
summarises suggested actions:

Measures external to African community
� Media monitoring pressure and advocacy group to

challenge stereotypes, correct factual inaccuracies, hold
media outlets to account and promote alternative
perspectives (individuals also have a role to play in
writing letters to editors, etc)

� African media coalition (a network of sources and
voices for UK media, with an accessible database that
UK media professionals could tap into)

� Accessing and making use of more accessible channels
such as documentaries, history and travel programmes.

� Careers in the media/NGOs among Africans,
particularly young Africans

� Advertising Africa and African products

Measures internal to African community
� Travel packages to Africa for young Africans

� African media (newspaper, TV and so on, edited,
published, supported by Africans)

� ‘African Al-Jazeera’ satellite TV station

� Local channels/infrastructure/agencies in Africa, for
example local photographers.

� Cultural and work experience (related to media) in the
developing world

� Advertising Africa and African products

� Use of technology (example phone-text pals, parallel to
pen-pals between young Africans in Africa, and young
people in the UK)

Onyekachi Wambu is Information Officer at
AFFORD. onyekachi@afford-uk.org
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Formation of GHARWEG
Ghana Refugee Welfare Group (GHARWEG), now known as
GHARWEG Advice, Training & Careers Centre was set up
in August 1985. It was founded by a group of Ghanaians and
other exiled political activists from Africa. Some exiled
refugees from South America were also supportive in the
setting up of the organisation and provided space and
accommodation for GHARWEG to begin its activities.

The Ghanaians had all been forced into exile in
December 1982, following the brutal repression of the
military regime of Jerry Rawlings. Between 1983 and 1984,
some of them who escaped incarceration or possible death
came to the United Kingdom as refugees and reluctantly
adjusted to a different culture, weather and a way of life.
Like many thousands of human rights and political activists
from all over the underdeveloped world, they quickly began
to organise their lives and work towards the re-establishment
of democracy in their respective homelands – free from
oppression, exploitation and foreign domination.

The Ghanaians were also Internationalists. They believed
in the global village. The organisation attracted many
political exiles who either became members or were
associated with the organisation.

GHARWEG became a focal point where people came for
advice on their immigration status. Others used it as a centre
for networking. It was through these networking activities
that ideas developed to organise conferences, workshops and
seminars. Development education was a natural extension for
GHARWEG and its members. Though not funded, a series of
activities were set up.

The activities focused on the global situation and the
increasing military dictatorships in Africa. They also
highlighted the development of intra-state struggles and civil
wars within the nation states. GHARWEG made use of
intellectuals and ordinary people to meet and discuss key
issues that affected their lives.

There was always a growing nostalgia among these early
groups of exiles: the ‘return culture’. As a result, discussions
and seminar activities were mainly about the growing
poverty and the economic and political crises in Africa and,
to a lesser extent, the global economic situation. 

Co-operating
Despite the good intentions of GHARWEG, and its
internationalist outlook, there were problems selling the
organisation as an internationalist one, since people often
saw it as solely an association of Ghanaians. It was also felt

GHARWEG Advice, Training & Careers Centre: 
its history and impact

Yen Nyeya describes the work of the GHARWEG, highlighting the importance of networking and development
awareness work for diaspora organisations.




